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Introduction
The Florence Area Transportation Study (FLATS) is the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
for the Florence, SC urbanized area. The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1962 established the
requirement for transportation planning in urban areas throughout the country. The Florence Area
Transportation Study (FLATS) is a cooperative transportation planning process for the City of
Florence, City of Darlington, Town of Quinby, Town of Timmonsville and portions of Florence
and Darlington counties.

The Florence area became an urbanized area of over 50,000 persons according to the 1980
Census and as a result required to comply with Federal-Aid Highway Acts (23 USC 101 et seg)
and the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964), as amended.
In 1982, pursuant to section 450.106(a) of 23 CFR 450, Richard W. Riley, Governor of South
Carolina, agreed with the units of general purpose local government in the Florence urbanized
area in their designation of the Florence Area Transportation Study Policy Committee as the
Metropolitan Planning Organization for the urbanized area.
The Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) outlines the work tasks to be carried out for
transportation administration and planning activities for the FLATS MPO. The transportation
planning activities outlined in the UPWP are to be undertaken in the FLATS Study Area in
support of the goals, objectives, and actions established in the FLATS 2040 Long Range
Transportation Plan (LRTP), which was adopted in August, 2018. The LRTP is a 25-year vision of
future transportation improvements. The FLATS LRTP is required to be updated every five
years.
The UPWP serves as the basis for all federal (the Federal Highway Administration {FHWA} and
the Federal Transit Authority {FTA}), state (the South Carolina Department of Transportation
{SCDOT}), and local funding assistance for transportation planning activities. This document is
federally required as a basis and condition for all funding assistance for transportation planning
to State, local, and regional agencies. The authority for this requirement and for the Federal
funding is found in two separate Federal legislative acts establishing transportation planning
programs:
1) Title 23, U.S. Code Section 134, Section 5303(c) (Federal Aid Highway Act of 1962, as
amended)
2) Title 49, U.S. Code Section 1603 et. al.: (Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, as
amended)
The FY2022 and FY2023 Work Programs are intended to be consistent with the metropolitan
planning requirements of both Federal Legislations, “Moving Ahead with Progress for the 21 st
Century” (MAP-21) and “Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act” (Fast Act) and its
implementing regulations. The FAST Act Bill, which provides five years of funding, was signed
into law on December 4, 2015 {114-357} and directs transportation planning activities (Titles 23
and 49, United States Code). The bill addresses a wide range of issues including highway,
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transit, bicycle and pedestrian, highway safety, motor carrier safety, rail and other related
programs. The notable changes or new elements to the bill include new freight programs and a
significant streamlining of project approvals and environmental reviews. If the FAST Act does
not mention a particular program or policy, that program or policy remains in place as directed
in previous transportation bills.
The Surface Transportation Program (STP) is renamed the Surface Transportation Block Grant
(STBG) under the FAST Act. The Act also has changes to policy and planning language that
strengthen the expectation that states and localities should have a “complete streets” approach
to roadway design such as:
 There is a small change to language that now requires State DOTs “shall considers” the
access of all users to non-Interstate National Highway System (NHS) roads;
 USDOT is asked to “encourage” States and MPOs to adopt design standards that ensure
the safe and accessible accommodation of all users (i.e. Complete Streets).
 The National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) Urban Streets Design
Guide is added to the list of appropriate design manuals to use for Federally-funded
projects.
The FAST Act, corresponds with MAP-21 and states that the metropolitan transportation
planning process shall provide for the establishment and use of a performance-based approach
to transportation decision-making to support the national goals of safety, infrastructure
condition, congestion reduction, system reliability, freight movement, and economic vitality,
environmental sustainability, and reduced project delivery delays. The FLATS MPO will establish
performance targets that address performance measures for use in tracking progress towards
attainment of critical outcomes for the FLATS area. These performance targets will be
coordinated with providers of public transportation when applicable. This information is
described in section 150(b) of Title 23 and in section 5301(c) of Title 49. The UPWP outlines a
framework for the work program which the FLATS staff is expected to accomplish and provides
guidance with respect to a financial plan to support the Work Program.
The UPWP is prepared by the Florence County Planning Department staff in consultation with
the FHWA, the FTA, the SCDOT, and other agencies involved in transportation planning and
implementation. The work tasks are performed by the Florence County Planning and
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Departments. Periodically, a Consulting Firm may be
attained to complete a work task. All tasks that involve the procurement of a consultant, FLATS
will navigate the SCDOT LPA process prior to initiating any work on those items. Should the
Planning staff foresee that a consultant will be necessary to complete a work task, it is noted in
the Work Schedule portion for the work category it pertains to. The UPWP is written in
compliance with the Title VI requirements contained in the Federal Regulations for the
development of plans and programs.
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Transportation Planning Process Background
The Florence Area Transportation Study (FLATS) is the Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO) responsible for the transportation planning process for the Florence urbanized area. The
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1962 established the federal requirement for urban transportation
planning throughout the country. The Act required, as a condition attached to federal
transportation financial assistance, that transportation projects in urbanized areas of 50,000 or
more in population be based on a continuing, comprehensive, urban transportation planning
process undertaken cooperatively by the states and local governments. As a result of this Act,
Metropolitan Planning Organizations were formed to administer the urban transportation
planning process. The most recent laws extending the federal requirement for transportation
planning are:
 The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991(ISTEA);
 The Transportation Equity Act for the 21 st Century, adopted in 1998;
 The Safe, Accountable, Flexible Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users
(SAFEATEA-LU), enacted on August 10, 2005;
 Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21), a bill reauthorizing surface
transportation programs through fiscal year 2014, was signed by the President on July
6, 2012.
 Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act), a bill providing five years of
funding, which was signed into law on December 4, 2015 {114-357}.

Performance-Based Planning & Programming
The Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) requires State DOTs and
MPOs to conduct performance-based planning by tracking performance measures and setting
data-driven targets to improve those measures. Performance-based planning & programming
or “performance management” is a strategic approach that uses system generated information
to make investment and policy decisions to achieve goals set for the multimodal transportation
system. Specifically, Performance-Based Planning & Programming (PBPP) refers to the
application of performance management as standard practice in the planning and programming
decision-making process.
The goal of PBPP is to ensure that transportation investment decisions – both long term
planning and short term programming – are based on the ability to meet established
performance goals. This ensures the most efficient investment of federal transportation funds
by increasing accountability, transparency, and providing for better investment decisions that
focus on key outcomes related to seven national goals:
 Safety – To achieve a significant reduction in traffic fatalities and serious injuries on all
public roads.
 Infrastructure condition – To maintain the highway infrastructure asset system in a
state of good repair.
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Congestion reduction – To achieve a significant reduction in congestion on the National
Highway System (NHS).
System reliability – To improve the efficiency of the surface transportation system.
Freight movement and economic vitality – To improve the national freight network,
strengthen the ability of rural communities to access national, and international trade
markets, and support regional economic development.
Environmental sustainability – To enhance the performance of the transportation
system while protecting and enhancing the natural environment.
Reducing project delivery delays – To reduce project costs, promote jobs, and the
economy, and expedite the movement of people and goods by accelerating project
completion through eliminating delays in the project development and delivery process,
including reducing regulatory burdens and improving agencies work practices.

The Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act supplements the MAP-21 legislation by
establishing required performance measures and timelines for State DOTs and MPOs to comply
with the requirements of MAP-21. As a federal requirement, states will invest resources in
projects to achieve individual performance targets that collectively will make progress toward
established national goals. Like states, MPOs are also expected to make transportation
investment decisions based on a performance-driven, outcome-based approach as well. With
this in mind, the key planning documents of an MPO; specifically, the Long Range
Transportation Plan (LRTP) and the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) are required to
reflect this same approach to the planning and decision-making process. The TIP must link
investment priorities to the performance targets in the LRTP, and describe (to the maximum
extent practicable), the anticipated effect of the program toward achieving establish targets.
Targets are developed for each goal by each state’s Department of Transportation (DOT). The
MPO’s (i.e. FLATS) can either adopt their state DOT’s targets or develop targets of their own.
The MPO works hand in hand with their state DOT to remain in compliance with this Federal
Regulation. The FLATS MPO has adopted the SCDOT’s targets for the Safety and the Bridges
and Pavement (i.e. Infrastructure Condition) performance measures.
Performance-Based Planning & Programming is also a requirement for small transit agencies
within the State who receive funds from the Federal Transit Authority (FTA), through the 5307
Urbanized Area Formula Program. (49 U.S. Code § 5307). In 2012, MAP-21 mandated the
Federal Transit Authority (FTA) to develop a rule establishing a strategic and systematic process
of operating, maintaining, and improving public capital assets effectively through their entire
life cycle. The Transit Asset Management (TAM) Plan (Final Rule 49 USC 625 Subpart D),
became effective October 1, 2016.
The TAM Plan provides reasonable benchmarks for operation, maintenance, rehabilitation, and
a timeline for the replacement of transit assets funded through the SCDOT. The TAM Plan also
provides data to measure and manage transit asset performance, risks, lifecycle costs, and cost
effectiveness to aid in the future project prioritization and funding decisions. The Pee Dee
Regional Transportation Authority (PDRTA) adopted the SCDOT’s TAM targets.
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The FLATS MPO has coordinated with the transit authority, PDRTA, on transit asset
management and will continue to do so as an integral part of the MPO/s continuing,
comprehensive, and cooperative (3-C) planning process. The FLATS MPO will include the
SCDOT TAM targets for the PDRTA in the FLATS TIP. The FLATS Policy Committee will adopt
these targets by Resolution.

FLATS Study Area
The FLATS MPO urbanized area has a population of 89,535 as determined by the 2010 U.S.
Census. This area includes the City of Florence, Town of Quinby, City of Darlington, Town of
Timmonsville and unincorporated areas of Florence and Darlington counties. A MPO is allowed
to include areas beyond the urbanized area that are anticipated to become urbanized over the
next twenty years as their Study Area. Federal transportation financial assistance may be
utilized in the entire study area. The total population for the FLATS Study Area is approximately
124,316. The following map indicates both the urbanized and study area for the Florence Area
Transportation Study Metropolitan Planning Organization.

FLATS Committee Members
The FLATS planning process is guided by a Policy Committee as designated by the Governor of
South Carolina for the Florence Urbanized Area. The Policy Committee is the decision-making
body that establishes policies for the overall conduct of the FLATS program. The Policy
Committee consists of elected and appointed officials representing local and State governments
and other organizations or agencies having an interest or responsibility in comprehensive
transportation planning in the Florence Metropolitan Area. The Policy Committee typically
meets biannually with additional meetings as necessary. The Florence County Planning and
Building Inspections Department provides administrative and technical services to the Policy
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Committee and is responsible for implementing the FLATS Planning Program. The FLATS Policy
Committee consists of the following voting and non-voting members:
Policy Committee (Voting)
Senator, South Carolina Senate (District 31)
Mayor, City of Florence
Councilman, City of Florence
Mayor, Town of Quinby
Chairman, Florence County Council
Councilman, Florence County
Representative, South Carolina House of Representatives (District 60)
Commissioner, South Carolina Transportation Commission (District 7)
Chairman, County Transportation Committee
Policy Committee (Non-Voting)
City Manager, City of Florence
Administrator, Florence County
Director, Florence County Planning and Building Inspection Department
Deputy Secretary for Intermodal Planning, SCDOT
District Engineering Administrator, SCDOT (District 5)
Chairman, Florence County Planning Commission
Executive Director, PDRTA
Chairman, Florence Airport Commission
Division Administrator, FHWA
Chairman, City of Florence Planning Commission
The FLATS Study Team is established by the Policy Committee to provide recommendations on
technical methods, procedures, and standards that are used in the development of transportation
plans and programs. The Study Team consists of representatives from each of the municipalities
within the FLATS Study Area, the FHWA, the SCDOT, elected and appointed local officials, the local
transit authority, and the Pee Dee Council of Governments (PDCOG). The Study Team meets
approximately two weeks prior to the scheduled Policy Committee meetings to review the agenda
documents for their recommendations to the Policy Committee. The FLATS Study Team consists
of the following members:

Study Team
Regional Planning Manager, SCDOT, Office of Public Transit
Regional Planner, SCDOT
District 5 Traffic Engineer, SCDOT
Program Manager, Pee Dee Regional Production Group, SCDOT
Manager, SCDOT Enhancement Program
Coordinator, SCDOT Enhancement Program
Community Planner, FHWA
Director, Planning, Research and Development, City of Florence
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Engineering Plans Reviewer/Project Manager, City of Florence
Chairman, Florence County Planning Commission
Planner, Pee Dee Regional Council of Governments
Executive Director, Pee Dee Regional Transportation Authority
Chairman, City of Florence Planning Commission
Planning Director, Darlington County
Councilmember, City of Darlington
Councilmember, Town of Timmonsville
Director, Florence County Planning and Building Inspections Department

Planning Emphasis and Issues
Changes in the economy will always present challenges for the Florence Area Transportation
Study. There are several key planning issues to continually address for improvements.
Implementation of safety measures in the transportation planning process is at the top of the
list. The FLATS planning process focuses on a multi-modal transportation network that can be
financially justified, maintain its current attainment air quality status, increase public
involvement in the planning process, and strive for a livable, sustainable community.
Recognizing the need to move from an emphasis on major highway widening projects towards
creating a multi-modal transportation system in the LRTP, FLATS will emphasize the
development of transit and other alternative modes of travel in the Study Area. A focus on
operational improvements and the protection of existing corridors through access management
offers relatively low cost projects that can significantly improve congestion and safety on
community streets and roads.
FLATS works closely with the City of Florence Parks and Beautification Department on
enhancing its current Florence Trail System. Enhancing the FLATS area to a more
bicycle/pedestrian friendly area will assist in improving traffic flow and potentially mitigate
congestion. The FLATS MPO will identify, select, and prioritize potential bicycle/pedestrian
projects to be funded by the SCDOT through the Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP).
FLATS also works closely with the Pee Dee Regional Transportation Authority (PDRTA) assisting
them with any documentation, statistical information, and any Geographic Information Services
(GIS) data needed to enhance their service to more adequately serve the residents of Florence
County.
The FLATS area’s population, employment, and housing continue to expand creating the need
to plan for and implement transportation infrastructure and services. The ability for the FLATS
Study Area to remain livable and sustainable, as well as economically competitive is highly
dependent on the quality of our transportation systems and availability of services.
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FLATS recognizes the importance of intermodal freight and associated truck and distribution
activities, as well as the economic impact of these activities in the Study Area. Freight
movement and accompanying distribution centers may increase economic activity and
employment in the Study Area. Careful planning is necessary to ensure truck routes that
minimize impacts on local roadways and to area residents, as well as reducing negative
environmental impacts.
The FLATS MPO ensures that transportation plans address environmental impacts or mitigation
activities involving conservation of natural resources, historic preservation, and land use
development activities as well as other provisions necessary to comply with the local, state, and
federal regulations, laws, and policies. FLATS will monitor growth trends based on building
permit and employment activities as well as updating the socio-economic data. Work will focus
on updating data to ensure consistency with growth and transportation trends in the area.
The FLATS Policy Committee invites and encourages public participation. FLATS has increased
public outreach and education through the development and use of its Public Participation
Process. Additionally, FLATS has developed and continually updates a Distribution List of
various stakeholders who are sent electronic notifications regarding upcoming Policy
Committee meetings, website updates, and transportation activities.
The FLATS transportation planning process is continuous, cooperative, and comprehensive and
provides for consideration and implementation of projects, strategies, and services that will
address the eight planning factors as directed by the previous Surface Transportation Bill,
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21), and the current Federal
Legislature, Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act). (U.S. Code, Title 23, Section
134. U.S. Code, Title 49, Section 5303. Initially there were eight planning factors required by
the above referenced Federal Legislature for Metropolitan Planning Organizations. Two
additional planning factors have been included per (23 CFR 450.206 and 23 CFR 450.306). The
ten planning factors are listed below:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Support the economic vitality of the metropolitan area, especially by enabling global
competitiveness, productivity, and efficiency;
Increase the safety of the transportation system for motorized and non-motorized
users;
Increase the security of the transportation system for motorized and non-motorized
users;
Increase the accessibility and mobility of people and freight;
Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy conservation, improve the
quality of life, and promote consistency between transportation improvements and
State and local planned growth and economic development patterns;
Enhance the integration and connectivity of the transportation system, across and
between modes, for people and freight;
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7.
8.
9.
10.

Promote efficient system management and operation, and;
Emphasize the preservation of the existing transportation system.
Improve the resiliency and reliability of the transportation system and reduce or
mitigate stormwater impacts of surface transportation.
Enhance travel and tourism.

Table 1 outlines how each of the ten planning factors are addressed in each work schedule
activities.
Table 1: Planning Factors
UPWP Work Task
1)- Administration
2)- Public Participation
3)-Transportation Alternatives Program
4)-Mapping
5) Data Collection and Management
6)-Development and Maintenance
7)-Public Transportation Planning
8)-2045 Long Range Transportation Plan

1
X
X
X
X
X
X

2
X

X
X
X
X
X

3
X

4
X
X
X

X
X
X

5
X

7
X

X
X
X

X
X

6
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

8
X
X
X
X
X
X

9
X

X
X

10
X

X
X

Funding
The work tasks in the UPWP are funded by a consolidated planning grant through the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) Metropolitan Planning Funds (PL funds) {U.S. Code Title 23
Section 104(f)} and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) 49 U.S.C. § 5303 Federal Program.
The FHWA/FTA consolidated planning grant allocates planning funds to the FLATS MPO each
fiscal year to perform planning activities to encourage and promote the safe and efficient
management, operation, and development of surface transportation systems that will serve the
mobility needs of people and freight and foster economic growth and development within and
between States and urbanized areas. These planning activities also attempt to minimize
transportation-related fuel consumption and air pollution. The federal share payable to the
FLATS MPO for the activities using these funds is 80% of allowable costs. The remaining 20% is
locally funded by Florence County. If all of the allocated planning funds for a particular fiscal
year are not expended, the remainder will carryover and be added to the FLATS MPO allocation
for the next fiscal year. The FLATS MPO is allocated $197,329 for FY2022 in addition to a
carryover amount of $347,918 for a total of $545,247. Table A & B also indicates the Federal
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allocations per fiscal year and specifies the funding sources and participating agencies by
activity for the UPWP work tasks.

1) Administration
Purpose: To administer the transportation planning program in the FLATS area, ensuring that it
is continuous, cooperative, and comprehensive, and is in compliance with applicable State,
Federal and local laws and regulations. This includes coordinating all activities of the Policy
Committees and Study Team, developing narrative reports for citizens and public/private
agencies and providing liaison activities among government agencies and the public. Other
administrative activities include preparing narrative and expenditure reports, maintaining
financial accountability including an annual report, keeping routine correspondence and
preparing and retaining information related to billing and training. The transportation planning
activities will be conducted in compliance with all federal, state, and local laws regulations and
requirements.
Activity: The Planning Factors enhanced by this work task are 1 through 10. The staff will
implement the work task as contained in this UPWP. Administrative activities include, but are
not limited to the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Participate in MPO and transportation training sessions and conferences.
Coordinate with SCDOT to update PL agreement.
Maintain financial records of all revenues and expenditures;
Prepare and distribute meeting notices and agenda packages for all FLATS committees;
Prepare and maintain minutes from all FLATS committee meetings;
Provide progress reports to all FLATS committees;
Prepare certification documentation, resolutions, memorandum of agreements
(MOA’s), etc.;
8. Maintain agreements between local governmental agencies and the MPO;
9. Acts as local liaison to the FHWA, FTA, SCDOT and other transportation related agencies
to ensure coordination;
10. Amend the transportation planning process in accordance with changes in federal laws
and regulations;
11. Comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964;
12. Comply with the SCDOT and FTA Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) Programs;
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13. Ensure that all programs and activities sufficiently address Environmental Justice
principles and procedures, as appropriate;
14. Maintain activity time sheets for quarterly progress reports;
15. Submit quarterly progress reports with requisitions and a year-end annual report with
the final requisition to the SCDOT;
16. Communicate and coordinate work among study participants, governments and citizens;
Coordinate with SCDOT regarding transition to performance based planning;
17. Host FLATS Committee meetings as necessary.
18. Renew gotowebinar membership for hosting virtual meetings.

Work Schedule:
ACTIVITY

ANTICIPATED COMPLETION
DATE

1.

Participation in a safety (or bridge, pavement or
congestion, etc.) audit to help cooperatively develop
targets/goals

2.

Submit quarterly narrative reports and reimbursement
requests and year-end Annual Report to the SCDOT

3.

Coordinate with SCDOT to update PL agreement.

4.
5.
6.

11.

Perform work tasks as directed by the UPWP
Organize Study Team and Policy Committee meetings
Prepare agenda packets and distribute for FLATS
committee meetings
Prepare and maintain minutes from FLATS committee
meetings
Staff will apply the performance management process in
transportation planning as applicable
Staff will educate the FLATS committees on new
planning requirements and execute directives and fulfill
request of the policy committee as instructed to do so.
Attend transportation planning related seminars,
conferences and meetings. In addition, participate in
webinars related to transportation planning
Distribute the annual obligation report.

12.

Perform daily FLATS administrative duties

7.
8.
9.

10.
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As Offered

July 15, 2021, October 15, 2021,
January 15, 2022, April 15, 2022, July
15, 2022, October 15, 2022, January
15, 2023 and April 15, 2023
As required
Continuous
As required
As required
Continuous after meetings
As directed by the FHWA and the
SCDOT
As required

As offered by SCDOT, FHWA, FTA,
and other related organizations.
Annually (between September and
December)
Continuous
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13.

Renew gotowebinar membership for hosting virtual
meetings

Annually

Products: Minutes, meeting summaries, resolutions, agreements, audits, and other records of
FLATS will be produced and maintained. All required documents will be published. Copies of
written correspondence concerning FLATS or transportation related activities with citizens, local
governments, developers, and other agencies will be maintained to provide a record of the
year’s activities.
Work activities are continuous as applicable from July, 2021 – June, 2023

2) Public Participation
Purpose: To provide information to FLATS participants and the general public about the
transportation planning process, to respond to requests for information from the public and to
encourage meaningful public input into all transportation plans, programs, and projects and to
ensure that the requirements of Title VI are met in this process. Additionally, the purpose is to
promote and provide a variety of meaningful forums for FLATS stakeholders to communicate
with the FLATS committees. The purpose of FLATS public involvement is to canvass the
communities within the study area in search of ideas that will have public support and improve
mobility and travel safety.
Examples include conducting public meetings, publishing an annual newsletter, responding to
requests for information, FLATS staff will continue to evaluate the effectiveness of these and
other outreach activities and make adjustments as necessary with the goal of obtaining
meaningful public input on all FLATS activities.
Activity: The Planning Factors enhanced by this work task are 1,4, and 6 . The FLATS MPO will
provide ample opportunities for comments on projects as they are considered for inclusion in
the LRTP, the TIP, and other FLATS documents and plans. During the previous UPWP cycle,
FLATS updated its Public Participation Plan (PPP). Since the PPP is only required to be updated
every three years, staff does not plan to update it during this UPWP cycle unless the need
arises. A variety of outreach techniques are employed to obtain public input. Among the tools
used to circulate information about FLATS activities are advertising FLATS committee meetings
via media outlets and electronic notification to all stakeholders, publication, and distribution of
an annual newsletter, making presentations to neighborhood and civic organizations,
publishing information on the FLATS website and the dissemination of FLATS publications
(LRTP, TIP, etc.) for public review and comment. Respond to requests for information from the
public and providing regular feedback on any issues of concern within two business days.
The FLATS website is updated as necessary to publish basic information about FLATS (meeting
agendas and minutes, FLATS documents, annual newsletter, etc.) FLATS will continue to ensure
that the principles of Environmental Justice, including minority and low income communities,
senior citizens and non-English speaking population are included and represented in all public
outreach efforts.
14
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Techniques for the distribution of information include, but are not limited to the following:
1. Provide a constant avenue for the availability of FLATS federal documents at various
public venues;
2. Maintain and update the participants on the FLATS Distribution List to remain in contact
with the public/citizens and various stakeholders;
3. Media releases, press articles, and paid advertisements;
4. Annual Newsletters;
5. Brochures, flyers, and maps;
6. Utilize surveys, questionnaires, comment cards, etc. as applicable;
7. Public information meetings, workshops, and conferences;
8. Maintaining updates on the FLATS website (www.florenceco.org/flats.org);
9. Maintain a record of attendance and public comments received to evaluate the
effectiveness of the current public involvement practices.
10. Coordinate public meetings for input on how to improve multi-modal transportation
and increase public involvement.

Work Schedule: During this program year the FLATS MPO staff will continue to implement the
strategies in the FLATS Public Participation Process Plan. The anticipated public outreach
opportunities include the following:
ACTIVITY
ANTICIPATED COMPLETION
DATE
1.

Prepare the three-year update to the Public Participation
Plan (PPP), advertise 45 days for public comments and
present to the Study Team and Policy Committee

As necessary

2.

Publish and distribute the FLATS Newsletter
Provide public participation opportunities through
meetings, workshops, and presentations
Update FLATS website
Update FLATS document binders at public venues
Notify stakeholders on the FLATS Distribution List
regarding committee meetings and website updates
Continue to update the FLATS distribution list, and
explore for new ways to engage the public.
Run newspaper articles to inform the public of upcoming
events.

June 30, 2021 & June 30, 2022

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Continuous as necessary
Continuous as necessary
Continuous as necessary
Continuous as necessary
On going
As necessary

Products: The Florence County Planning Department and FLATS staff will make available any
information on the planning and transportation planning process that may be of interest to any
persons or groups. The FLATS website will be maintained and updated. The FLATS Distribution
List will be updated accordingly. All activities in the Public Participation Process Plan will be
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met along with a continuous evaluation of the process. The PPP will be updated at a minimum
on a three-year basis. The FLATS Newsletter will be developed on an annual basis. Public
Binders will be updated to reflect the most up to date plans and programs.
Work activities are continuous as applicable from July, 2021 – June, 2023

3)Transportation Alternatives Program
Purpose: To be the liaison between potential grant recipients and the SCDOT for selecting
bicycle and pedestrian projects that comply with the Transportation Alternative Program (TAP)
regulations. The TAP consists of annual and multi-year project identification, selection, and
prioritization. Funding may be used for bicycle/pedestrian facilities as well as streetscape
efforts. The SCDOT approved projects are listed in the Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP).
Activity: The Planning Factors enhanced by this work task are 4, 5, and 8. The SCDOT notifies
the FLATS MPO staff when funding for the appropriate fiscal year’s TAP has been approved by
the SCDOT Commission. FLATS staff mails notification letters to all applicable agencies advising
of this potential grant and identifies the project qualifications, the applicant requirements, and
instructions for applicant submission. Applications are submitted to FLATS staff and staff
submits to the SCDOT. The applications for the TAP are not required to be presented to the
Policy Committee prior to forwarding to the SCDOT for selection and ranking. However, the
FLATS Policy Committee has requested that staff present the potential project applications to
them prior to submitting to the SCDOT for information purposes.
Work Schedule:
ACTIVITY
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

ANTICIPATED COMPLETION
DATE

Electronic notification to potential applicants when
notified by the SCDOT that the grant is open for
applicants.
Mail notification letter to all applicable agencies
regarding TAP funding approval once notified by the
SCDOT
If TAP applicants received, perform as liaison between
SCDOT and potential applicant during reviewing process.
Stay in contact with applicants and the SCDOT regarding
status on TAP projects to report to Policy Committee
Stay in contact with approved applicants as projects are
underway for any assistance needed
Assist potential applicants with questions regarding
projects
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7.

Include approved TAP projects in the FLATS TIP if
applicable

Continuous as applicable

Products: The TAP projects that are approved by the SCDOT will be listed in the FLATS TIP.
Information regarding the projects that are both approved and considered will be maintained
and available from the FLATS staff at any time.
Work activities are continuous as applicable from July, 2021 – June, 2023

4) Mapping
Purpose: Provide a visual instrument that identifies areas of study and provides a detailed tool
for transportation planning and analysis within the FLATS area. Continue the development and
maintenance of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data. Update computer hardware and
software as necessary to keep pace with changes in GIS and other computer programs.
Activity: The Planning Factors enhanced by this work task are 2, 3, 7, 9, and 10. The FLATS
MPO will continue to use its existing GIS for mapping activities and to develop compatible data
layers. The Florence County GIS department develops and maintains GIS data and interactive
map websites that assist with the collection, analysis, and distribution of transportation related
information. Staff will produce maps to be used for land use, socioeconomic characteristics,
transit routes, TIP, and LRTP project locations and trend analysis. County-wide address and
roads databases will be continuously maintained. The FLATS GIS Department updates and
maintains various databases and digital layers on a day-to-day basis that are used in
transportation planning and to provide the ability for staff to track growth in the FLATS area.
These layers consist of, but are not limited to the following:














Roads layer for address ranges, surface types, bridge location, speed limits, road
ownership / maintenance, location of stop signs, traffic signals, and yield signs;
Road widths and drainage features on County roads
Signage on County roads
Lanes on road digitized when separated by a grass median;
Significant points of interest such as industries, commercial buildings and subdivisions;
Maintenance of municipal boundaries;
Major points of interest, building permits, and hazard sites;
Parcel data and subdivision locations;
Address Points;
Roads attribute data;
Amendments as necessary to the future land use and zoning data;
Subdivision boundaries;
Road atlas;
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Update roads layer with new roads and changes to existing roads;
Right-of-way data as finalized, provided by the SCDOT, for each Capital Sales Tax project.
Existing land use layer

Staff provides various maps as requested by citizens, businesses, and government officials as
necessary and/or requested;
Staff will maintain and update several websites developed to assist citizens and County
departments. These websites consist of:
 Aerial website, Pictometry, parcel search, county council, flood, zoning, etc. to support
transportation evacuation notifications, and routing for citizens and businesses by
Emergency Management Departments;
 In addition, websites to assist County departments in reducing travel time through
better location data and routing.
Staff will process building permit data to make it usable for analysis, map the permits, and then
update the land use map where it appears that the permit type changes the land use on the
property. Additionally, staff will maintain a map of building permits, which documents growth
and the types of growth that are occurring.
Staff continues to utilize a CSharp tool for ArcMap, provided by ESRI, which greatly enhances its
ability to update road centerline features more accurately and quickly. This tool will assist the
user to access various information such as roadway speed, surface, what type signal or signage
is at the end of each segment of the road, etc. Staff will continue to work closely with E911
Addressing analyzing GIS Data in conjunction with E911 Addressing databases, especially the
MSAG. This process will help GIS identify a roads that needed to be added to the map and
others that need edits in their geometry or attribute data. Staff will assist County public works
in using a website to get GIS Data to help them in maintaining county roads within the FLATS
area. Staff will also prints maps to assist them in their work Staff will continue to work with
County engineering to build project tracking tools and maps to assist engineers as they visit and
inspect construction sites, particularly new construction. This information can help determine
growth in the traffic analysis zones
Work Schedule:
ACTIVITY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ANTICIPATED COMPLETION
DATE

Develop digital layer of current freight corridors
Develop digital layer of existing sidewalks
Add to and update significant points map layer
Maintain and update all websites
Update and maintain current databases as referenced
in the previous work section and determine new
databases to develop to tracking trend data in the
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6.

7.
8.

9.

FLATS area
Provide a new road Atlas to Pee Dee Regional
Transportation Authority
(PDRTA),
emergency
personnel and other public entities as updates are
completed
Update existing bus routes as necessary for PDRTA and
create new route maps as requested
Continue to provide digital data upon request from
transportation agencies within the FLATS area.
(PDRTA, Florence Senior Citizens Association, Florence
County DSN Board and Darlington County Council on
Aging)
Maintain necessary upgrades to desktop and server
levels to improve Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) data editing workflows to improve functionality
for web and mobile based applications used for
transportation planning

Annually

Continuous
Continuous

Continuous

Products: The County GIS and FLATS staff will maintain digital data as described above in the
Previous Work and Work Schedule sections. Staff will produce maps to be used for land use,
transportation planning, and trend analysis. County-wide address and roads databases will
continuously be maintained.
Work activities are continuous as applicable from July, 2021 – June, 2023

5) Data Collection
Purpose: Coordinate land use, transportation planning, and socioeconomic data in an effort to
facilitate a healthy, sustainable community. The ultimate goal is to use the socio-economic
data generated to determine growth trends in each of the Traffic Analysis Zones. This type of
data will provide planners with information on both the existing and projected operating
conditions of the transportation system and to assist in the identification of needs on an
intermodal basis.
Activity: The Planning Factors enhanced by this work task are 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8. FLATS
staff will monitor changes in land use from one year to the next. FLATS staff will review new site
plans, subdivision plats, and related information to evaluate the timing and location of land use
changes taking place in the study area. Changes in land use may, in turn, trigger adjustments in
socioeconomic data or have other impacts on the transportation system. Land and traffic data
will be monitored and collected as necessary to support the MPO’s various activities and to also
provide support to other transportation agencies operating within the study area.
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Work Schedule:
ACTIVITY
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ANTICIPATED COMPLETION
DATE

Collect and process building permit data to make it
usable for analysis, map the permits, and then update
the land use map where it appears that the permit type
changes the land use on a property
Update zoning and land use databases
Digitize Building Footprints
Map Items on County Council Agenda
Add to and update significant points map layer
Complete and/or assist with traffic reviews, counts, and
other traffic data information gathering technics.
Continue the development of zoning, overlays, and other
developments as recommended in the 76 Gateway
Study.

Quarterly

As necessary
Daily
Monthly
Daily
As necessary
On going.

Products:
A spreadsheet or some other type of database will be created with a record for each TAZ and
summary and highlights of the socio-economic data in that TAZ. This information helps FLATS
staff track growth and predict future traffic patterns. This information will also be provided to
the consultant contracted to update the Long Range Transportation Plan, as a way of providing
local insight for calibrating the travel demand model.
The GIS is a very good tool for developing the data because the map layer of the zones can be
spatially joined to the various socio-economic data layers and the data be assigned to the
correct zone.
Approximately every quarter, building permit data will be gathered from Florence County and
the City of Florence. The data will be processed to select only the most significant permit for
each project or to weed out minor jobs. By using the parcel number, the data will be plotted.
Once the zones are joined to the permits, a report can be generated showing the amount and
type of development by zones. Or a downward growth trend for a zone may possibly be shown
by a large number of demolition permits.
A program developed by staff compares the permit type to the land use on each parcel. Parcels
that appear to have a change in land use are flagged. Each parcel is then reviewed to see if the
land use should be changed. After this is done, not only can land use be summed by zone, but
changes in land use can show trends for future growth by zone.
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Building footprints are being digitized. This data can show the square footage by use in each
zone, not just the number of buildings by use.
On an on-going basis, significant locations within the FLATS areas are added to the map point
layer when new subdivisions are developed or new businesses are opened or constructed
amongst many other significant points that are trip attractors.
In addition to that staff is in the process of reviewing the significant points layer and updating
locations that have changed, or deleting points that have been demolished. In itself, this data is
very helpful for establishing growth trends when summarized for the entire zone. But, what is
also helpful in analyzing growth is that many of these points are moved to a layer of former
significant points using a tool that the staff developed. By combining this layer with the current
significant points layer and using the building footprints to see which points are on the same
building, the turnover rate in a zone can be determined. A high rate may show an area that is
in a declining transition.
County Council items with their description and funds are plotted each month. This is very
helpful in future projections of population and economic trends. It can show information such
as where business parks are being funded, roads are being developed, and infrastructure is
being built.
There are also other GIS layers which are maintained on a routine basis that can be used to help
determine the rates of growth in each of the zones.
This work element also involves completing traffic reviews for projects and plans as necessary.
Work activities are continuous as applicable from July, 2021 – June, 2023

6) Development and Maintenance
Purpose: Maintain the FLATS program by developing and maintaining the Unified Planning
Work Program (UPWP), the Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP), the Long Range
Transportation Plan (LRTP), the Bylaws, the Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) and any
other documents in compliance with federal regulations as they relate to metropolitan
transportation planning. In addition and as needed, staff will update the Florence County
Comprehensive Plan.
Activity: The Planning Factors enhanced by this work task are 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. Develop
and publish the annual UPWP, TIP, and other required federal documents. Review and update
the FLATS LRTP, Bylaws, and other applicable plans and programs as necessary in response to
21
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changing transportation needs and priorities and to conform to transportation planning
regulations.

Work Schedule:
ACTIVITY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

ANTICIPATED COMPLETION
DATE

Amend LRTP to include system performance reports.
Coordinate and develop goals/targets to incorporate
into the LRTP after SCDOT sets targets
Incorporate performance based planning and target
goals into the TIP.
Amend and further develop the TIP financial plan.
(Inclusion of projects and programming of funding)
Work with SCDOT to update planning agreements.
Develop and amend the UPWP
Staff will update bylaws.
Staff will create new or further develop plans and
programs to ensure the most up to date planning
practices for the MPO.

As needed
Annually (Usually between
September and February)
Continuous
As needed
Continuous
July 2021, July 2022
As necessary
On going

Products: Staff will produce the UPWP, TIP, Bylaws, and other Federal and State documents as
required. Until notified otherwise from the FHWA, FTA, and SCDOT. In addition, staff will
update the Florence County Comprehensive Plan.
Work activities are continuous as applicable from July, 2021 – June, 2023

7) Public Transportation Planning
Purpose: Support and assist the Pee Dee Regional Transportation Authority (PDRTA) and
evaluate transit options to enhance planning for new multi-modal initiatives and projects. Also
support and assist the four additional agencies within the FLATS area who receive direct
funding from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA). These additional agencies are the
Florence Senior Citizens Association (FSCA), the Florence County Disabilities and Special Needs
Board (FCDSNB), the Darlington County Council on Aging (DCCOA), and the Darlington County
Disabilities and Special Needs Board (DCDSNB). These agencies receive their FTA funds directly
from an alternate Federal Program and are not included in the UPWP total. However, if any of
these agencies utilize any of their direct funds for planning, the work will be listed in this
section (i.e. Work Schedule) and the amount will be listed in the tables in Table 1 and 2.
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The FTA Federal Program that these agencies are allowed to utilize for planning is under
Program 5307. State Mass Transit Funds provided to these agencies by the SCDOT can be
utilized for their required match.
Activity: The Planning Factors enhanced by this work task are 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, and 10. FLATS
staff will provide technical assistance to the PDRTA, the Florence Senior Citizens Association,
the Florence County Disabilities and Special Needs Board, the Darlington County Council on
Aging, and the Darlington County Disabilities and Special Needs Board as needed to develop
new routes and identify additional ridership.

Work Schedule:
ACTIVITY
1.

2.

3.

ANTICIPATED COMPLETION
DATE

Assist public transportation agencies within the FLATS
area with information or documentation needed to
comply with their TAM reporting.
Assist public transportation agencies within the FLATS
area with information or documentation needed to
comply with transit safety targets.
Update FLATS TIP to include the FTA funding for the
PDRTA, FCSA, FCDSNB, DCCOA and DCDSNB

4.

Provide demographic information to PDRTA as
requested to update their Transit Development Plan

5.

Continue to provide planning assistance to PDRTA, FCSA,
FCDSNB, DCCOA, and DCDSNB as necessary.

Annually

Annually

Annually

Upon request

On going

Products: FLATS staff will provide all documentation necessary for PDRTA, The Florence Senior
Citizens Association, The Florence DSN Board, the Darlington County Council on Aging, and the
Darlington County DSN Board as requested to more efficiently serve their customers. In
addition, GIS digital data will be produced for each of the above referenced agencies as
requested. Reports and plans developed in conjunction with each of the above referenced
agencies will be maintained.
Work activities are continuous as applicable from July, 2021 – June, 2023
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8) 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan
Purpose: The LRTP update was budgeted in the 2021 UPWP budget, but is being included this
UPWP because it is an ongoing project. The preparation of this document will allow for
collaborative public involvement of local stakeholders, including local residents, neighborhood
associations, governmental entities, members of the business, and industrial community, and
freight and transportation providers who should all be involved in a meaningful and productive
manner throughout the preparation of this plan. All required federal and state guidelines
applicable to an effort of this nature will be followed. The consultant will provide research,
planning, design, and engineering services sufficient to accomplish the goals of this project. In
addition, the consultant shall be required to ensure that the public is properly notified
regarding the proposed study and given the opportunity to provide input throughout the
planning process. The consultant will coordinate activities with the FLATS planning staff. Staff
will assist the consultant as necessary throughout the project.
Activity: The Planning Factors enhanced by this work task are 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, and 10.
Following the South Carolina Department of Transportation’s (SCDOT) Local Project Agreement
(LPA) process, FLATS will hire a consultant to develop the 2045 LRTP. The deliverables of the
project will consist of a new LRTP, including an update to the travel demand model, which will
be known as the 2045 LRTP. The development of the 2045 LRTP will consist of eight task. The
eight task are as follows:









Study Design and Administration
Identify Existing Transportation Systems and Facilities
Develop Demographic Data by Traffic Analysis Zones
Analyze Existing Transportation Systems and Facilities
Assess Future Travel Demand
Identify and Evaluate Alternatives to Meet Travel Demand
Design Concepts and Cost Estimates
Identification of Funding Options

The preparation of this document will allow for collaborative public involvement of local
stakeholders, including local residents, neighborhood associations, governmental entities,
members of the business, and industrial community, and freight and transportation providers
who should all be involved in a meaningful and productive manner throughout the preparation
of this plan. All required federal and state guidelines applicable to an effort of this nature will
be followed. The consultant will provide research, planning, design, and engineering services
sufficient to accomplish the goals of this project. In addition, the consultant shall be required to
ensure that the public is properly notified regarding the proposed study and given the
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opportunity to provide input throughout the planning process. The consultant will coordinate
activities with the FLATS planning staff. Staff will assist the consultant as necessary throughout
the project.

Work Schedule:
ACTIVITY
1.
2.

ANTICIPATED COMPLETION
DATE

Staff will assist the consulting firm to complete the 2045
LRTP.
Present the 2045 LRTP to Policy Committee for adoption.

Continue as necessary
December, 2021

Products: The consultant, along with staff, will work to develop a Long Range Transportation
plan that will layout a path for the MPO to the year 2045. At the completion of this project,
FLATS will also have an updated travel demand model and new list of ranked projects.
Work activities are continuous as applicable from July, 2021 – June, 2023
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Table 1: Agency Participation/Funding Sources (2021-2022)
Percentage of
Total Funds

FHWA
PL Funds

FLORENCE
COUNTY

TOTAL

20%

$ 87,240

$ 21,810

$109,049

5%

$ 21,810

$ 5,452

$ 27,262

5%

$ 21,810

$

5,452

$ 27,262

4) Mapping
5) Data Collection and
Management
6) Development and
Maintenance
7) Public Transportation
Planning

20%

$ 87,240

$ 21,810

$ 109,049

15%

$ 65,430

$ 16,357

$ 81,787

20%

$ 87,240

$ 21,810

$ 109,049

5%

$ 21,810

$ 5,452

$ 27,262

8) 2045 LRTP Project

10%

$43,620

$ 10,905

$ 54,525

WORK CATEGORY(S)
1) Administration
2) Public Participation
3) Transportation
Alternatives Program

TOTAL
100%
$436,198
$ 109,049
$545,247
* PDRTA will not utilize any of their FTA 5307 Program funds for planning during this period.
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Table 2: Agency Participation/Funding Sources (2022-2023)

WORK CATEGORY(S)

Percentage of
Funds

FHWA
PL Funds

1) Administration
2) Public Participation
3) Transportation
Alternatives Program
4) Mapping
5) Data Collection and
Management
6) Development and
Maintenance
7) Public Transportation
Planning
8) 2045 LRTP Project

TOTAL
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List of Acronyms
AADT
CMAQ
CTPP
DBE
DCCOA
DCDSNB
DHEC
EPA
FAST Act
FCDSNB
FLATS
FSCA
FHWA
FTA
FY
GIS
GPS
HSIP
LPA
LRTP
MAP-21
MPO
NAAQS
NACTO
NEPA
NHPP
NHS
NHTS
PBPP
PDCOG
PDRTA
PL
ppb
PPP
RFP
RFQ
RPWP
SAFETEA-LU
SCAPA
SCBO

Average Annual Daily Traffic
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program
Census Transportation Planning Package
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise
Darlington County Council of Aging
Darlington County Disabilities and Special Needs Board
Department of Health and Environmental Control
Environmental Protection Agency
Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act
Florence County Disabilities and Special Needs Board
Florence Area Transportation Study
Florence Senior Citizens Association
Federal Highway Administration
Federal Transit Administration
Fiscal Year
Geographic Information Systems
Global Positioning Systems
Highway Safety Improvement Program
Local Project Agreement
Long Range Transportation Plan
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act
Metropolitan Planning Organization
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
National Association of City Transportation Officials
National Environmental Protection Act
National Highway Performance Program
National Highway System
National Household Transportation Survey
Performance Based Planning & Programming
Pee Dee Council of Governments
Pee Dee Regional Transportation Authority
Planning Law
parts per billion
Public Participation Process
Request for Proposal
Request for Qualifications
Rural Planning Work Program
Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users
South Carolina American Planning Association
South Carolina Business Opportunities
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SCDOT
SHSP
SMTF
SPR
STIP
STP
TAM
TAP
TAZ
TBD
TIP
UPWP
USC
USDOT
VMT

South Carolina Department of Transportation
Strategic Highway Safety Plan
State Mass Transit Funds
State Planning and Research
State Transportation Improvement Program
Surface Transportation Program
Transit Asset Management Plan
Transportation Alternatives Program
Traffic Analysis Zone
To Be Determined
Transportation Improvement Program
Unified Planning Work Program
United States Code
United States Department of Transportation
Vehicle Miles Traveled

This area left blank intentionally
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Appendix: General References
Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (Fast ACT), December 4, 2015 signed into Law;
Publix Law 114-357; Titles 23 and 49, United States Code
H.R. 2847, Hiring Incentives to Restore Employment Act; Surface Transportation Extension Act
of 2010
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21), Public Law 112–141 (H.R. 4348) —
July 6, 2012, 112th U.S. Congress
U.S. Code Title 23, Section 134
U.S. Code Title 49, Section 5303
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